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B ristol Uniforms is no stranger to
distant markets. In the 1850s the
company was already exporting

woollen clothing to Australasia – today it is
high performance specialist protective
garments for firefighters. Australia and New
Zealand are two of over 110 countries
where Bristol’s firefighter PPE provides
protection for municipal and industrial
firefighters and civil defence organisations.

Bristol’s global network of distributors is key to its ability to meet customers’
varied needs and the careful selection, training and management of its
growing family of over 70 distributors has been vital to the company’s
international expansion. Establishing market security has been made possible
by harnessing their experience and knowledge of local markets and how they
operate and their invaluable links with key decision makers within national,
regional and local governments. This collaborative approach, carefully nurtured
over many years, characterises the working relationship which the company
enjoys in many countries. Its effectiveness can be illustrated by the major fire
and rescue PPE contracts won in recent years, along with the many smaller
orders secured from local municipal organisations. Overseas examples include
the Community of Madrid; Yvelines Paris; Barcelona; Skopje; Qatar, Bahrain,
Saudi and Abu Dhabi Civil Defence; Air Services, Australia and a number of
provinces in the Netherlands. London Fire Brigade, and West Midlands Fire
Service are recent examples of new business won in the UK in addition to
nine ICP contracts, including DFRMO, since winning the bid in 2008.

Overseas distributors gather every two years at Bristol’s three-day
conference designed to foster international networking, provide product
training and see technical presentations on materials, PPE design and
standards. Recently, delegates from 23 countries attended the 2011
Conference to discuss their markets, local competition, changing customer
needs and to have the opportunity to meet their customer services team.

With major fire and emergency services exhibitions held most years in
major world cities, Bristol takes the opportunity to exhibit in support of its
distributor network and to meet potential new customers and key decision
makers from the countries represented at these shows and conventions.
Amongst these are Intersec in the Gulf, FDIC in the USA, Interschutz and A+A
in Germany, Fire Asia in Hong Kong and AFAC in Australia.

Bristol has harnessed state-of-the art fabric technology to develop new
specialist garments better suited to the more specific needs of structural and
wildland firefighters and technical rescue work. Bristol’s Ergotech™ and
Ergotech Action™ lightweight structural garments, introduced in 2003,
pioneered the development of new urban search and rescue (USAR)
ensembles in response to the threat of terrorist attacks and floods in the UK
and to assist emergency services worldwide to respond to natural disasters.
Extreme weather events have increased in regions affected by scrub, heath

and forest fires and, coupled with their impact on firefighters working long and
arduous shifts under conditions of intense heat, have created the demand for
new lighter garments. New wildland garments are providing firefighters with
greater comfort during prolonged operational conditions.

The importance of garment maintenance saw the introduction of managed
services in 2000 and subsequent widespread adoption by UK fire and
emergency services with a growing uptake in Europe. Improved wearer safety
and extended garment service life are two of the benefits which a managed
service provides. PPE integrity is assured under a collect and deliver service
using computerised technology to track and monitor garments. Barcoding
allows individual items to be recorded, identified to the wearer and tracked
throughout active service life. A record of regular inspection, washing, repair
and decontamination is built into a condition coding process which predicts
replacement timescales and assists procurement budgeting. Secure web
access to garment tracking, as well as to stock and wardrobe management
systems, is available to registered users round the clock enabling them to
have instant access to information on every item of PPE supplied by Bristol.

The talents of Bristol’s design and development teams, and the advanced
technologies of its global suppliers, have pioneered a new generation of
products aimed at providing protection against the specific hazards
encountered in an increasingly complex emergency environment. As a leader
in the development of innovative firefighter PPE, Bristol has encouraged, and
contributed to, the drafting of improved performance standards, helping to
enhance the UK’s reputation for technical excellence and the high regard in
which the country’s leading manufacturers are held. Fire service employers in
most developed economies are moving to provide safer working
environments, in turn creating a real opportunity for UK manufacturers to
benefit further in international markets.
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